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ABSTRACT
Many experimental studies have demonstrated that mechanical response of
granular materials is highly influenced by micro-structural fabric and its evolution. In the
literature, quantification of fabric and its evolution has been developed based on microstructural observations using Discrete Element Method (DEM) or 2D experiments with
simple particle shapes. The emergence of x-ray computed tomography (CT) technique has
made quantification of such experimental micro-structural properties possible using 3D
high-resolution images. Synchrotron micro-computed tomography (SMT) was used to
acquire 3D images during in-situ conventional triaxial compression experiments on
granular materials with different morphologies. 3D images were processed to quantify
fabric and its evolution based on experimental measurements of contact normal vectors
between particles. Overall, the directional distribution of contact normals exhibited the
highest degree of isotropy at initial configuration (i.e., zero global axial strain). As
compression progressed, contact normals evolved in the direction of loading until reaching
a constant fabric when experiments approached the critical state condition. Further
assessment of the influence of confining pressure, initial density state, and particle-level
morphology on fabric and its evolution was formed. Results show that initial density state
and applied confining pressure significantly influence the fabric-induced internal
anisotropy of tested specimens at initial configurations as well as the magnitude of fabric
evolution throughout triaxial compression experiments. Relatively, a higher applied
confining pressure and a looser initial density state resulted in a higher degree of fabricinduced internal anisotropy. Influence of particle-scale morphology was also found to be
significant particularly on fabric evolution.
iv
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL
DESCRIPTION

A version of this thesis is currently under review for publishing by Wadi H. Imseeh,
Andrew M. Druckrey, and Khalid A. Alshibli:
Imseeh, W. H., Druckrey, A. M., and Alshibli, K. A. (2017). "3D Experimental
Quantification of Fabric and Fabric Evolution of Sheared Granular Materials Using
Synchrotron Micro-Computed Tomography." Granular Matter, Under revision.
This paper has been submitted to Granular Matter journal and is currently under review. In
this work, I have completed image pre-processing of all 3D scans using AVIZO 9.4
software. I have also completed image processing by executing a C++ code version that
was originally developed by Riyadh I. Al-Raoush and Andrew M. Druckrey. I also
generated all figures related to fabric by developing MATLAB codes in collaboration with
my former colleague in our research team Andrew M. Druckrey. Wadi H. Imseeh and
Andrew M. Druckrey co-wrote the paper, Khalid A. Alshibli finalized and submitted the
paper. The experimental work and SMT scanning was completed by the combined effort
of Andrew M. Druckrey and Khalid A. Alshibli.

Introduction
Micro-scale properties and particle-to-particle association of granular materials
contribute to their macroscopic strength and dilatancy behavior as well as other engineering
properties. Fabric or internal structure is broadly defined as the arrangement of particles,
particle groups, and associated pore spaces. In the last few decades, numerous experiments
and discrete element models have demonstrated that mechanical properties of granular
material are remarkably influenced by fabric-induced internal anisotropy. To mention few
examples, Oda (1972) investigated fabric of various sands using 2D thin section
microscopy technique to conclude that differences in fabric significantly influence
mechanical properties and specimens with preferential orientation of contact normals
toward the direction of loading have a more stable fabric. Lam and Tatsuoka (1988) studied
1

the influence of initial fabric on strength and deformation characteristics of air-pluviated
Toyoura sand based on drained tests in triaxial compression, triaxial extension, and plane
strain compression. Bathurst and Rothenburg (1990) presented a series of theoretical
developments and numerical experiments directed at quantifying important features of the
micro-mechanical behavior of granular media by introducing average characteristics of
fabric anisotropy. Jang and Frost (2000) used digital image analysis to examine particle
orientations in local shear zones of sand tested under conventional triaxial compression.
Yimsiri and Soga (2001) simulated the undrained behavior of sands in monotonic triaxial
compression and extension to assess the effect of initial fabric on the undrained shear
strength. Li and Dafalias (2000) proposed a theory within the framework of critical state
soil mechanics for cohesionless soils and later developed the Anisotropic Critical State
Theory (ACST) (Dafalias 2016; Dafalias and Manzari 2004; Li and Dafalias 2011; Li and
Dafalias 2002; Theocharis et al. 2016) which incorporates fabric as a state parameter that
describes the internal anisotropy of granular materials. Ng (2009) examined three
microscopic parameters (i.e., particle orientation, branch vector, and contact normal vector)
at critical state of cubical triaxial specimens consists of ellipsoidal particles using DEM
simulations. At critical state, the long axes of most ellipsoids were found to be
perpendicular to the direction of major principal stress, the distribution of branch vectors
was random, and the distribution of contact normals showed a concentration along the
major principal stress direction. Guo and Stolle (2005) suggested that the shear resistance
of granular materials consists of two components that are related to fabric anisotropy and
inter-particle friction. Yang et al. (2008) used an image-analysis-based technique and an
appropriate mathematical approach to measure inherent fabrics of sand specimens and
2

investigate its effect on granular soil response. Yimsiri and Soga (2010) used DEM to show
that initial fabric has significant effects on stiffness, strength, and dilation properties of
granular materials. Li and Zeng (2014) used experimental bender element technique to
confirm that morphology and density are major factors that highly influence fabric
anisotropy which affects the shear modulus of the granular assembly. Guo (2014) examined
the coupled effects of capillary suction and fabric-induced internal anisotropy on the
behavior of partially saturated granular materials. Tong et al. (2014) experimentally
evaluated the effect of bedding plane inclination angle

, which is a way to characterize

fabric-induced internal anisotropy, on the peak friction angle

of sand. Winters et al.

(2016) investigated the influence of soil fabric on Mohr-Coulomb strength of cohesionless
silty sand and reported that fabric has a primary influence on the global shear resistance of
cohesionless soil media. Although the importance of initial fabric and its evolution
resulting from particle deposition, morphology, and applied loadings is well documented
in the literature, they remain difficult to effectively characterize and quantify
experimentally in 3D.
As effects of fabric anisotropy on mechanics of granular material was emphasized,
several studies were directed to characterize and quantify fabric in random granular
assemblies. Fabric of granular material was early characterized using scaler parameters
such as coordination number, distribution of void ratio, contact index, etc. (Kahn 1956;
Smith et al. 1929; Taylor 1950). However, a comprehensive understanding of microstructural geometric arrangement as well as fabric-induced internal anisotropy of granular
assemblies requires the consideration of directional characterization parameters rather than

3

scaler parameters. Examples of directional measurements of fabric commonly used in
granular material are: orientations of contact normal vectors, particle long-axis, void
vectors, and branch vectors (Bathurst and Rothenburg 1990; Calvetti et al. 1997; Field
1963; Mehrabadi and Nemat-Nasser 1981; Mehrabadi et al. 1982; Oda 1977; Oda and
Konishi 1974). The distribution of such directional data can be qualitatively described
using 2D rose diagrams (Druckrey et al. 2016) or 3D spherical histograms (Jiang and Shen
2013). Yet, for fabric-induced internal anisotropy to be incorporated as a state parameter
in theories and constitutive modeling of granular material, quantitative measurements of
fabric are required. In general, the distribution of any directional data is numerically
characterized by what is known as fabric tensor. Accordingly, several tensorial
formulations were reported in the literature to numerically quantify fabric of random
granular assemblies. For example, Oda et al. (1982) introduced several measurements of
fabric in random assemblies of spherical granules. In particular, a second-order symmetric
tensor emerged from these measurements, which found to be of fundamental importance
for the description of fabric and closely related to the distribution of contact normals in the
assembly. Kanatani (1984) proposed a framework to quantify the 2nd and 4th order fabric
tensors of the first, second, and third kind. They are symmetric tensors that numerically
describe the micro-structural anisotropy of any directional data of interest in a granular
media. Kanatani (1984) also reported that 4th order tensors better describe material
anisotropy than 2nd order tensors. However, difficulties in calculating and analyzing 4th
order fabric tensors and their dependency on the orientation of reference coordinate system
limits their use in the literature (Fu and Dafalias 2015; Theocharis et al. 2014). Iwashita
and Oda (1999) introduced a fabric tensor to characterize the spatial distribution of
4

microscopic quantities such as contact normals and particles orientation in granular media.
Fonseca et al. (2013) terminated triaxial experiments at different axial strain levels and
impregnated the specimens with epoxy resin. Cores were then extracted from several
locations within the specimens and CT scans were acquired to quantify and compare microstructural data distribution using rose diagrams and eigenvalue analysis. Li et al. (2009)
developed a new anisotropic fabric tensor based on void cells that was well correlated with
the macro behavior of granular material via numerical simulations and stated that it is a
more effective definition than those based on particle orientations or contact normals.
Researchers have found a strong correlation between fabric tensors based on contact
normals and void space vectors (Fu and Dafalias 2015; Theocharis et al. 2014). Fabric
tensors based on contact normals have the disadvantage of being difficult to accurately
quantify experimentally (Theocharis et al. 2014). However, forces transmit through a mass
of granular media via contacts and force chains (e.g., (Oda et al. 2004; Peña et al. 2009;
Peters et al. 2005; Tordesillas and Muthuswamy 2009); therefore, accurate experimental
measurement of fabric tensors based on contact normals would prove more valuable for
micro-mechanics constitutive models. In summary, formulations of fabric tensors in
granular materials has not been consistent in the literature, but generally attempts to
quantify internal fabric resistance to loading with fabric direction and magnitude relative
to the global stress direction applied at specimen boundaries (e.g., (Barreto et al. 2009;
Fonseca et al. 2013; Fu and Dafalias 2015; Li and Dafalias 2011; Theocharis et al. 2014;
Zhao and Guo 2013).
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As fabric-induced internal anisotropy within granular materials has been numerically
quantified using tensorial formulations, it has been adopted as a state parameter into several
constitutive models and theories to enhance prediction of granular material response under
different loading paths. To list a few examples of such studies, Tobita (1989) developed a
constitutive equation associated with deformation and failure features of granular
materials. The constitutive relationship was developed taking into account fabric tensor as
an internal variable. Nemat-Nasser (2000) developed a robust micro-mechanically based
constitutive model that accounts for pressure sensitivity, friction, dilatancy, fabric, and
fabric evolution. Model parameters were estimated in Nemat-Nasser and Zhang (2002)
based on the results of cyclic shearing experiments and were then used to predict other
experimental results with adequate correlation. Wan and Guo (2004) incorporated fabric,
as a 2nd order tensor, into the stress-dilatancy equation obtained from a microscopic
analysis of an assembly of rigid particles. Zhu et al. (2006) included the effects of fabric
and its evolution into the dilatant double shearing model proposed in (Mehrabadi and
Cowin 1978) in order to capture the anisotropic behavior and the complex response of
granular assemblies in cyclic shear loading. Zhao and Guo (2013) used DEM to identify a
unique property associated with fabric structure relative to stresses at critical state. A
relationship between the mean effective stress and a fabric anisotropy parameter

was

defined by the first joint invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor and the deviatoric fabric
tensor. The proposed relationship was found to be unique at critical state regardless of the
stress path. Qian et al. (2013) applied DEM to investigate the change of anisotropic density
distributions of contact normals in a granular assembly during the course of simple shear.
On the basis of microscopic anisotropy characteristics, an analytical approach was
6

developed to explore the macroscopic behavior involving anisotropic shear strength and
anisotropic stress-dilatancy. This emphasized that under shear loading, anisotropic shear
strength arises primarily due to the difference between principal directions of the stress and
fabric.

Objective
Theoretical values of fabric and fabric evolution were assumed and adopted in the
current literature based on rudimentary experimentation or DEM with no 3D
experimentally-quantified fabric tensors to validate. This thesis presents 3D experimental
measurement of fabric and its evolution for a series of conventional triaxial compression
experiments on granular materials of different morphologies. SMT scanning technique was
employed to experimentally measure 3D contact normals to be used as the directional data
of interest that describes fabric-induced internal anisotropy in granular assemblies.
Accordingly, fabric tensors were constructed based on the framework proposed by
Kanatani (1984). Fabric and its evolution for a typical experiment was fully presented and
discussed. The influence of initial density state, confining pressure, and particle
morphology on fabric and its evolution was also assessed. Results of this study can be used
to formulate and validate constitutive models that incorporates theoretical fabric and fabric
evolution. To the author’s best knowledge, no other research of this kind is reported in the
literature to supplement the models. 4th order fabric tensors were also evaluated and
compared to 2nd order tensors that are commonly used in granular material research and
modeling.

7

Description of Tested Materials
Three silica sands known as F-35 Ottawa sand (labeled as F35), GS#40 Columbia
grout (labeled as GS40), and #1 dry glass sand (labeled as DG), were used in this study.
They are silica sands with different morphology ranging from rounded to angular particles.
Glass beads (labeled as GB) were also tested in this study to provide baseline
measurements for roundness, sphericity, and smooth surface texture. Tested sands and
glass beads were sieved between US sieves #40 (0.429 mm) and #50 (0.297 mm) to obtain
a uniform grain size distribution for all tested materials. Properties of tested materials are
summarized in Table 1 including void ratio limits and particle-level morphology (i.e.,
sphericity and roundness). Maximum void ratio (

) was measured based on ASTM D

4253 while minimum void ratio was evaluated using air pluviation which surprisingly
produced denser states than the vibrating table recommended by ASTM D 4254. Average
sphericity and roundness were quantified using

and

indexes, respectively, as

described in (Alshibli et al. 2014). For example, glass beads have an average sphericity
index (

) and roundness index

closest to unity (i.e., closest in

shape to a sphere). F35 sand has the highest sphericity index (

) which

indicates higher non-spherical shape; therefore; higher degree of interlocking between
particles. DG (

) and GS40 (

) are classified to have close

sphericity indexes which are closer to unity than F35 sand (i.e., more spherical). Overall,
the three sands have similar average roundness indexes between 0.92 and 0.97.
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Table 1. Properties of tested materials
Material/
Property

Source
Supplier

Glass

F-35

Beads

Ottawa

(GB)

(F35)

2.55

#1 Dry Glass

GS#40 Columbia Grout

(DG)

(GS40)

2.65

2.65

2.60

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

0.97

0.97

0.97

0.97

0.554

0.490

0.626

0.643

0.800

0.763

0.947

0.946

0.965

0.959

0.937

0.924

1.096

1.872

1.704

1.674

Soda lime

Ottawa, IL,

glass

USA

Berkeley
Springs, WV,
USA

Jaygo

Grain Size
Distribution

Columbia, SC, USA

US Silica Company

Size fraction between US sieves #40 (0.42

) and #50 (0.297

)

Description of Testing Apparatus
A miniature apparatus was especially fabricated to conduct conventional triaxial
compression experiments on cylindrical sand-size granular material specimens measuring
around 10

in diameter and 20

in height. It is light in weigh and small in size

apparatus to facilitate accessibility on SMT scanner. The miniature apparatus was mounted
on the SMT scanner stage via a pin connection which allowed free rotation to acquire 3D
scans. The miniature apparatus was designed to host a triaxial cell with capabilities similar
to a conventional one. A stepper motor was attached to the triaxial cell top and used to
9

apply displacement controlled axial load. The stepper motor provided measurements of
axial displacement and a load cell was used to measure applied axial load. Loaddisplacement measurements were collected and recorded via a data acquisition system with
a computer interface.

Specimens’ Preparation
To prepare a specimen, a latex membrane, measuring 10.3
and 0.3

in outer diameter

in thickness, was stretched around a specially-designed split aluminum-mold

that is capable to apply vacuum pressure on the interface of the membrane-mold to properly
align the membrane along the inside mold wall. Sand or glass beads were then poured
through a plastic funnel in which the drop height was controlled to obtain a desired initial
density. After filling the mold, the top endplate was placed on the top of the specimen, then
the membrane was stretched around the top endplate and secured using an O-ring. The
vacuum was released at mold-membrane interface and the split mold was removed. The
test cell was assembled and pressured air was used to apply confining pressure. A constant
confining pressure was maintained throughout the experiment.

Experiments and Image Acquisition
The miniature triaxial apparatus was mounted on beamline 13BMD of Advanced
Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Illinois, USA. This SMT
facility provides intense, monochromatic, continuous, and highly collimated beams of xray with energy ranges from 10

to 100

; therefore, the beam can provide high-

resolution 3D images. Ten conventional triaxial compression experiments were conducted
10

at various initial density states and confining pressures on tested materials as summarized
in Table 2. Initial scan was acquired after applying confining pressure (

followed by

multiple scans at multiple axial strains. The experiments were paused at certain axial strains
to collect 900 radiograph images at 0.2° rotation increments for each scan. Radiographs
were then reconstructed to create 3D SMT images with an excellent spatial resolution as
summarized in Table 2. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic of experimental setup including
the miniature apparatus and the SMT scanner.

Table 2. Summary of SMT scans and experiments
Material

F-35
Ottawa
sand (F35)

#1 Dry
glass sand
(DG)
GS#40
Columbia
grout sand
(GS40)
Glass beads
(GB)
*

Experiment
Label

Initial
void ratio
( )

F35_MD_15

0.598

15

60

F35_D_15

0.535

15

83

F35_D_400

0.516

400

90

DG_MD_15

0.770

15

55

DG_D_15

0.718

15

71

DG_D_400

0.725

400

69

GS40_D_15

0.712

15

77

GS40_D_400

0.689

400

85

GB_D_15

0.554

15

100

GB_D_400

0.568

400

99

Dr = Relative Density =

ı3
(

)

ࢋࢇ࢞ ିࢋ
ࢋࢇ࢞ ିࢋ
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Dr*
(%)

Scan acquired at
axial strains (%)
0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.6, 5.1,
7.1, 9.2, 12.1 15.8,
19.9, 22.9
0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.5, 5.0,
6.94, 8.9, 11.9, 17.4,
22.3
0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.4, 4.9,
6.9, 8.9, 11.8, 17.2
0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.6, 5.1,
7.2, 9.2, 12.3, 15.8,
19.9
0.0, 2.0, 3.5, 5.0, 6.9,
8.9, 11.9, 17.4
0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.5, 5.0,
6.9, 8.9, 11.9, 17.4
0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.5, 5.0,
7.0, 9.0, 12.0, 17.5
0.0, 1.0, 1.9, 3.3, 4.7,
6.7, 8.6, 11.4, 14.7
0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.6, 5.1,
7.1, 9.2, 12.2
0.0, 1.0, 2.1, 3.7, 5.2,
7.3, 9.4, 12.5, 18.3

Resolution
(
/voxel)
8.16
11.14
11.18
8.16
11.14
11.18
11.14
8.16
11.14
11.18

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup including the miniature apparatus and
SMT scanner.

SMT has proven to be a powerful non-destructive imaging technique that can be
used to visualize the internal structure of granular materials. It is a technique wherein an xray beam passes through a specimen while attenuating. Specimen is rotated at small angular
increments to produce the equivalent of a slice through the scanned specimen. the
attenuated x-ray is collected by detectors and analyzed using a computer program to build
a 3D image of the scanned object. A major improvement to conventional x-ray tomography
systems is the incorporation of synchrotron radiation source to generate higher energy
beams, around 106 times the energy generated using a conventional x-ray beam. The
synchrotron radiation source enhancement adds several advantages on the conventional xray sources, including a higher photon flux (number of photons per second), higher degree
12

of collimation (divergence of source increases image blur), and the ability to tune the
photon energy over wide range using an appropriate monochromator for obtaining specificelement measurements (Kinney and Nichols 1992). Moreover, SMT scanning provides a
crisp border between solids and air, which is useful in image processing. For More
information on image collection and reconstruction refer to Rivers et al. (2010) and Rivers
(2012).
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CHAPTER TWO:

QUANTIFICATION OF FABRIC AND
FABRIC EVOLTION

Extracting Micro-Structural Directional Data
Acquired SMT images were pre-processed using AVIZO Fire 9.4 software. Firstly,
an anisotropic diffusion filter was executed on greyscale images to reduce image noises.
Filtered gray scale images were then binarized using an interactive thresholding module in
which voxels belonged to solid phase were assigned a value of 1 and voxels belonged to
air phase were assigned a value of 0. Afterwards, particles were separated from each other
and a unique numerical label was assigned for each particle. Specimens contained between
25,000 to 50,000 particles depending on tested material and initial density state. Failure via
a single well-defined shear band was observed in pre-processed scans for F35_D_400,
GB_D_400 and GS40_D_400. Experiment DG_D_400 as well as all experiments with
confining pressure exhibited bulging failure which has been investigated in
Amirrahmat et al. (2017) to be an external manifestation of internal shearing along multiple
micro shear bands. Figure 2 illustrates a typical example of pre-processed 3D images for
F35_D_400 experiment including scans acquired at all loading stages. Pre-processed
labeled images were then processed using a special code that produces micro-structural
data of particle lengths (short, intermediate, and long axes), volume, surface area,
orientation, coordination number, contact locations, contact normal vectors, and contact
tangent vectors for each particle in the entire specimen. The special computer code
executes two main ‘loops’ one to define individual particle properties followed by a second
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loop to define contact properties. Contacts between particles are not always defined by a
single continuous surface. Complex morphology and surface roughness can lead to several
contact points, especially in a very angular or rough material. The special executed code
implements a statistical analysis technique on contact voxels using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to determine contact orientation (i.e., normal vector and tangential plane).
Refer to Druckrey et al. (2016) for more details on the special executed code.

Figure 2. Processed 3D images for F35_D_400 experiment at all loading stages (
to the global axial strain).
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The distribution of contact normal vectors has been extensively used in the literature
to quantify fabric. Transmission of forces occurs through contacts and is commonly
associated with stiffness and strength (Kuhn et al. 2015). Therefore, 3D unit contact normal
vectors, quantified with x, y, and z components, were considered for fabric quantification.
Contact normals were plotted in 3D spherical histograms to qualitatively visualize
preferential orientation of internal fabric. As demonstrated in (Druckrey et al. 2016),
histograms of contact normals showed a greater degree of anisotropy than branch vectors
and exhibited a higher degree of evolution throughout triaxial compression experiments.
In addition, force transmission through contacts in granular materials justifies the
implementation of contact normals as the desirable parameter to quantify fabric for
constitutive models that incorporate particle-scale properties.

Formulation of Fabric Tensors
Kanatani (1984) proposed a framework to quantify fabric tensors of any microstructural directional data. This thesis adopted Kanatani (1984) framework with contact
normals as the directional data of interest. Fabric tensor of the first kind

భ మ

ೝ

, also

known as moment tensor, is conventionally constructed by averaging the tensorial product
of contact normals:
1
భ మ

where

ೝ

భ

is the

th

మ

ೝ

contact normal vector, N is the number of contacts, and r is the order

of the tensor. Moment tensor is a symmetric tensor that interprets the relevant directional
information in a tensorial structure; therefore, it plays a fundamental role in deriving further
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tensorial quantities that characterize the microstructural directional data distribution.
However, the intuitive meaning of moment fabric tensor remains vague. Consequently,
Kanatani (1984) introduced the distribution density term in order to estimate the fabric
tensor of the second kind which can better interpret the microstructural directional data
distribution. Let

be the empirical distribution density of contact normals in 3D, which

can be expressed as:
2

Where

, in which

function, and

and

is the Dirac delta

are the spherical coordinates of the contact normal unit vector in 3D

space. For example, the contact normal unit vector
in the Cartesian Coordinate System as

can be expressed in terms of
.

Contact normals exist in pairs of unit vectors that are equal in magnitude and opposite in
direction. This implies symmetry on the empirical distribution density function about the
origin such that

. Moreover, the empirical distribution density function must
). The empirical

sum up to one on a unit surface (i.e.,
distribution density functions

are characterized as singular functions which limit their

implementation in theories and models. Thus, several smooth distribution density functions
have been introduced in the literature to approximate the singular empirical
distribution density function

(e.g., polynomial approximation, exponential

approximation, etc.). In general, the approximation of a smooth density distribution
function is determined by first assuming a parametric formula that involves several
coefficients and then introducing a term that measures the distance between the empirical
17

and approximated functions. Accordingly, the coefficients of the parametric formula are
computed in a way that the introduced measure of distance is minimized. In this study, a
polynomial in

approximation was implemented and the least square error criterion was

used to minimize the distance between approximated and empirical functions as:
3

Where

is the square of error and

are the coefficients of the polynomial

. The polynomial approximation was adopted for its simplicity and

approximation

since it yields the approximated distribution in terms of linear expression of the fabric
tensor of the first kind

 మ

ೝ

. It is important to note that odd powers of

and so the approximation

Equation 3 since

drops out of

are symmetric about the origin.

Moreover, the coefficients are not uniquely determined since they are not linearly
independent (i.e.,

contracts to

observed that if
భ

ೝ

to the

భ భ

ೝ

భ భ

ೝ

భ

ೝ

alone is sufficient as a basis. As a result, the

can be expressed as:

approximation of

ೝ

spanned by

. Consequently, if the approximation is desired up

order, then

Where

. However, Kanatani (1984)

is the vector space function on the unit sphere

, then

భ భ

when

భ

మ

4

ೝ

is the fabric tensor of the second kind of rank , also known as fabric tensor.

is determined by minimizing the square of error

gives:
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(i.e.,

భ

ೝ

which

భ
భ

ೝ

భ

5

ೝ

ೝ

భ

ೝ

Using the identity:

భ

మ

6

మ౨
భ మ

య ర

మೝషభ మೝ

Then explicit expressions for the second and fourth order fabric tensors of the second kind
can be expressed as (Kanatani 1984):
7
8

where į is the Kronecker delta. For better understanding of the fundamental meaning of
fabric tensors (i.e., first and second kind fabric tensors), tensors are visualized as 3D
ellipsoidal glyphs (ellipsoidal representation surfaces) whose shape in a specific direction
gives an immediate indication of the percentage of contacts in that direction. The formula
of a point on representation surfaces can be expressed as:

భ మ

In which
kind

భ మ

భ మ

ೝ

ೝ

ೝ

భ

is the

మ

9

ೝ

ranked fabric tensor of the first kind

భ మ

ೝ

or the second

. Surface representations of 2nd and 4th order fabric tensors of the first and

second kind (

and

) were plotted and discussed in the following chapter.

Fabric Evolution
2nd order fabric tensor of the 2nd kind

is a 3×3 symmetric matrix that describes

the internal anisotropy of the material and is decomposable into deviatoric and isotropic
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components. The deviatoric component, which is hereafter referred to as , contributes to
differences in material strength that are attributed to fabric-induced internal anisotropy.
The main constituents of micro-mechanical interpretations of fabric are direction and
magnitude, which can be incorporated into a macroscopic continuum mechanics
description. Li and Dafalias (2011) introduced the second norm of fabric tensor
as a measure of the magnitude and the unit-norm deviatoric tensorvalued direction

of

,

to describe the direction of fabric:
,

,

10

Where the symbol : implies the trace ( ) of the product of two adjacent tensors and in
geometrical terms can be thought as being their scaler product [i.e.,
]. To incorporate the resistance of fabric against loading, Li and Dafalias (2011)
introduced the unit-norm deviatoric tensor-valued loading direction n, where
. For example, in triaxial monotonic loading

and

coincides with the direction of the

applied deviatoric stress. Subsequently, the fabric anisotropic variable A, referred to as
FAV A, is defined as:
FAV A

11

is normalized such that at critical state

, resulting in FAV A to approach

at critical state. Normalized FAV A accounts for both magnitude of fabric and its
orientation relative to loading direction. Normalized FAV A was adopted in this thesis to
experimentally characterize fabric evolution.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fabric and Fabric Evolution
Fabric for F35_D_400 experiment is fully presented in Figures 3-5 including 3D
spherical histograms and representation surfaces of the 2nd and 4th order moment and fabric
tensors at

associated with SMT scans (Figure 1). It can be observed from Figures 3-5

that F35_D_400 experiment exhibited the highest degree of internal isotropy at the initial
configuration (i.e.,

) with nearly no preferential orientation of contact normals. In

other words, representation surfaces of moment and fabric tensors were closest to spherical
shapes at

. Particles were expected to lay along their long axes as they were

deposited by gravity with an initial preferential orientation of contact normals toward the
vertical (i.e., principal stress direction of gravity). Nevertheless, the effect of the applied
confining pressure (
confinement.

cannot be ignored as the initial SMT scan was acquired after

of

specimen under constant

was applied equally at all boundaries since a cylindrical
was tested. Accordingly, the confining pressure counter-

balanced the deposition preferential orientation of contact normals and caused a more
isotropic spherical shape of representation surfaces for both fabric and moment tensors. As
was increased, particles were jammed into a network of mutual compressive forces that
were mostly aligned in the direction of the global applied compression load (i.e., vertical
direction). Therefore, representation surfaces of moment and fabric tensors in Figures 3-5
generally evolved from spherical isotropic shapes to ellipsoidal glyphs with preferential
orientation pointing toward the vertical resulting in a higher degree of internal anisotropy.
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Figure 3. 3D spherical histogram with

,

,

, and

representation surfaces of

global contact unit normal vectors for F35_D_400 experiment at (a)
and (c)
22

.

(b)

Figure 4. 3D spherical histogram with

,

,

, and

representation surfaces of

global contact unit normal vectors for F35_D_400 experiment at (a)
and (a)
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.

(b)

Figure 5. 3D spherical histogram with

,

,

, and

representation surfaces of

global contact unit normal vectors for F35_D_400 experiment at (a)
and (a)
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.

(b)

Representation surfaces displayed in Figures 3-5 includes two kinds of tensors (i.e.,
moment versus fabric). It can be inferred from Figures 3-5 that the introduction of the
distribution density term in the fabric tensor led to a better interpretation of the actual
experimental data. In other words, F2 and F4 representation surfaces better match the 3D
spherical histograms than N2 and N4, respectively. Furthermore, a higher degree of
estimate yielded a higher degree of fitting between experimental data and calculated
tensors (i.e., 4th order estimates of N4 and F4 better match the 3D spherical histograms
than 2nd order estimates of N2 and F2, respectively). Note that the 3D spherical histograms
represent the actual distribution of contact normals; however, the complexity of the
isometric view of 3D spherical histograms made it difficult to visualize differences
between different directional data. Therefore, the 4th order fabric tensor F4 was considered
for further fabric assessment and comparison. To better illustrate the match between F4
fabric tensor and actual experimental data, horizontal (X-Y) and vertical (Y-Z and X-Z)
views of F4 representation surface and 3D spherical histograms for F35_D_400 experiment
are depicted in Figures 6-8 at

1% , 4.9% and 11.8%, respectively. Toward initial

loading stage (Figure 6), the horizontal and vertical views (i.e., X-Y, X-Z, and Y-Z)
exhibited the highest degree of isotropy (i.e., 2D projections of F4 representation surfaces
were closest to a circular shape). Again, this emphasized on the higher degree of internal
isotropy that was observed at initial configuration (i.e.,

). A minor distortion can

be still noticed in the Y-Z view in Figure 6(c) which can be attributed to imperfections in
specimen preparation. As compression progressed (Figures 7-8), the X-Y view of the F4
fabric tensor maintained its isotropic circular shape until the onset of a single well-defined
shear band near the final loading stages between
25

and 11.8%

[Figure 2(g) and (h),

respectively]. Shear band effect can be clearly noticed in Figure 8(a) in which the X-Y
view lost its vertical alignment relative to the X-Y views in Figures 6(a) and 7(a). Referring
to the vertical views, axial compression induced a preferential orientation of contact
normals toward loading direction. Thus, the X-Z and Y-Z views in Figure 6 distorted from
an isotopic circular shape into lemniscate shapes in which expansion occurred towards the
vertical (i.e., more contact normals close to the vertical direction) and necking toward the
center (i.e., less contact normals pointing toward the horizontal plane) as illustrated in
Figures 7-8; accordingly, the internal anisotropy of the granular assembly increased. Note
that Kanatani (1984) reported similar 2D lemniscate shapes for 2D directional data of
contact normals for compressed assembly of oval rods (i.e., 2D granular material).

Figure 6. (a) X-Y, (b) X-Z, and (c) Y-Z views for the 3D spherical histogram and F4
representation surface of global contact unit normal vectors for the F35_D_400
experiment at
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=1.0%.

Figure 7. (a) X-Y, (b) X-Z, and (c) Y-Z views for the 3D spherical histogram and F4
representation surface of global contact unit normal vectors for the F35_D_400
experiment at

.

Figure 8. (a) X-Y, (b) X-Z, and (c) Y-Z views for the 3D spherical histogram and F4
representation surface of global contact unit normal vectors for the F35_D_400
experiment at
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FAV A was calculated for each SMT scan of the F35_D_400 experiment, taking into
account the unit-norm deviatoric tensor-valued loading direction n for conventional triaxial
compression. As a common practice influenced by the theoretical evolution of FAV A in
Li and Dafalias (2011), the maximum FAV A for each experiment was normalized to unity
(

). Normalizing FAV A scales initial fabric and does not affect fabric

evolution. Evolution of FAV A and principal stress ratio (PSR

) versus

for the

F35_D_400 experiment is depicted in Figure 9. Initially, FAV A for F35_D_400
experiment emerged from 0.62 and steadily increased until

, where it began to

approach unity. Correspondingly, PSR commenced from unity and steadily increased until
it peaked and approached critical state shortly after

. Furthermore, it can be

observed from Figure 5 that the specimen approached a steady fabric around
(i.e., similar shape of representation surfaces and 3D spherical histograms for

equal to

8.9% and 11.8%). The concurrence of critical state condition and approaching a steady
fabric supports the Anisotropic Critical State theory (ACST) which suggests that a steady
fabric must be satisfied in parallel with a constant volume and deviatoric stress for the
critical state to occur (Dafalias 2016). Nonetheless, representation surfaces of fabric tensors
were observed to change at

(i.e., final scan) from the steady fabric attained

at the critical state. This was attributed to the excessive shearing (i.e., deformation) along
the single well-defined shear band as depicted in Figure 2(i). This can also be related to the
drop in FAV A value at

in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Evolution of PSR and FAV A versus

for F35_D_400 experiment.

Overall, a similar general behavior was observed for the other nine experiments (i.e.,
3D spherical histograms evolved toward the vertical direction, representation surfaces
distorted from isotropic close to spherical shapes into 3D lemniscate shapes, and
normalized FAV A approached unity at the critical state) with certain differences to be
discussed later. Fabric of the other nine experiments is concisely summarized in Figures
10-18 including 3D spherical histograms and F4 representation surfaces of initial and final
loading stages. In addition, the evolution of FAV A including all loading stages is also
displayed in Figures 10-18 for each experiment.
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Figure 10. 3D spherical histogram with

representation surface of global contact unit normal

vectors at (a) initial and (b) last loading stage for F35_D_15 experiment and (c) the evolution of PSR and
global FAV A versus
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ଵ.

Figure 11. 3D spherical histogram with

representation surface of global contact unit

normal vectors at (a) initial and (b) last loading stage for F35_MD_15 experiment and (c)
the evolution of PSR and global FAV A versus
31

.

Figure 12. 3D spherical histogram with

representation surface of global contact unit

normal vectors at (a) initial and (b) last loading stage for DG_D_400 experiment and (c)
the evolution of PSR and global FAV A versus
32

.

Figure 13. 3D spherical histogram with

representation surface of global contact unit

normal vectors at (a) initial and (b) last loading stage for DG_D_15 experiment and (c)
the evolution of PSR and global FAV A versus
33

.

Figure 14. 3D spherical histogram with

representation surface of global contact unit

normal vectors at (a) initial and (b) last loading stage for DG_MD_15 experiment and (c)
the evolution of PSR and global FAV A versus

(*Load cell was not recording data

during this experiment).
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Figure 15. 3D spherical histogram with

representation surface of global contact unit

normal vectors at (a) initial and (b) last loading stage for GS40_D_400 experiment and
(c) the evolution of PSR and global FAV A versus
35

.

Figure 16. 3D spherical histogram with

representation surface of global contact unit

normal vectors at (a) initial and (b) last loading stage for GS40_D_15 experiment and (c)
the evolution of PSR and global FAV A versus
36

.

Figure 17. 3D spherical histogram with

representation surface of global contact unit

normal vectors at (a) initial and (b) last loading stage for GB_D_400 experiment and (c)
the evolution of PSR and global FAV A vresus
37

.

Figure 18. 3D spherical histogram with

representation surface of global contact unit

normal vectors at (a) initial and (b) last loading stage for GB_D_15 experiment and (c)
the evolution of PSR and global FAV A vresus
38

.

Influence of Specimen Density and Applied Confining Pressure
It is well-known that specimen density, confining pressure, and particle-level
morphology significantly influence failure modes of sand specimens under conventional
triaxial compression (Alshibli et al. 2003; Alshibli et al. 2016; Desrues and Andò 2015;
Desrues et al. 1996). Processed SMT scans showed that dense specimens tested under high
failed via a single well-defined shear band while bulging occurred in looser state
specimens tested under low

. Bulging was investigated in Amirrahmat et al. (2017) to be

external manifestation of intense internal shearing through multiple micro shear bands
formed in opposite directions. Low confinement (i.e.,

) allowed a higher

degree of freedom for the specimen to expand laterally and develop multiple shearing
planes (i.e., multi-micro shear bands). Conversely, high confinement (i.e.,

)

inhibited lateral expansion; therefore, localization of shear ultimately grew in the single
evolved shear plane rather than creating multiple shear planes at the critical state. A
detailed study that investigates failure modes and internal failure pattern for the conducted
experiments by means of particle kinematics and visual inspection can be found in Alshibli
et al. (2016) and Amirrahmat et al. (2017) as it is considered beyond the scope of this
study. To evaluate the influence of specimen density and

on fabric evolution of granular

materials, experiments conducted on the same material (i.e., same morphology) were
examined and compared while holding a variable constant (i.e., initial density state or

)

and changing the other. Starting with the effect of density, medium dense specimens tested
at

were compared with dense specimens tested at the same

(i.e.,

specimens F35_MD_15 versus F35_D_15, and DG_MD_15 versus DG_D_15) as
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illustrated in Figure 19. It can be observed from Figure 19(a) that specimens with a higher
initial density (i.e., F35_D_15 and DG_D_15 specimens) exhibited a higher degree of
internal isotropy than medium dense specimens (i.e., F35_MD_15 and DG_MD_15) at the
initial configuration (i.e.,

). In other words, the F4 representation surfaces of

F35_D_15 and DG_D_15, depicted in Figure 19(a), were closer to spherical shapes when
compared with F35_MD_15 and DG_MD_15, respectively. This observation can directly
be related to density effect on packing of particles. A higher density state led to a higher
degree of packing which generated more contacts that were more likely to be distributed
randomly resulting in a higher degree of internal isotropy. One the other hand, looser
density state specimens contained less particles and contacts; hence, the preferential
direction of contact normals toward the vertical axis due to deposition effects can still be
observed in F4 representation surfaces of medium dense specimens. This can explain the
expansion of F4 representation surfaces toward the vertical and contraction toward the
horizontal plane for medium dense specimens in Figure 19(a). The influence of
investigated by comparing fabric of dense specimens tested at
specimens tested at

was

with dense

as illustrated in Figure 20. It can be observed from Figure

20(a) that specimens tested at

initially exhibited a more isotropic distribution

of contact normals than specimens tested at

. The influence of

on initial

fabric can be linked to stress level effect on the distribution of inter-particle contact forces.
The low

(i.e.,

confinement) imposed less distortion on the ideal isotropic

distribution of contact normal vectors than a higher

(i.e.,

). Accordingly,

the initial F4 representation surfaces of F35_D_15, DG_D_15, GS40_D_15, and
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GB_D_15, shown in Figure 20(a), were closer to spherical shapes when compared to
F35_D_400, DG_D_400, GS40_D_400, and GB_D_400, respectively.

Figure 19. Comparison between

representation surfaces of global contact unit normal

vectors of dense 15 kPa versus medium dense 15 kPa experiments at (a) initial and (b)
last loading stage.
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Figure 20. Comparison between

representation surfaces of global contact unit normal

vectors of dense 400 kPa versus desne 15 kPa experiments at (a) initial and (b) last
loading stage.
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Referring to fabric at final configuration (i.e., last loading stage), F4 representation
surfaces exhibited similar general shapes (i.e., 3D lemniscate shape) for all experiments as
depicted in Figures 19-20. However, specimens that failed via a single well-defined shear
band (F35_D_400, GS40_D_400, and GB_D_400 experiments) showed vertical
misalignment in the F4 representation surfaces toward final loading stages. Conversely, a
higher degree of vertical alignment was noticed near final F4 representation surfaces for
experiments failed due to bulging. To further investigate the effect of single well-defined
shear band failure on fabric, vertical views visualizing the single shear band formed in
F35_D_400 experiment versus bulging developed in F35_D_15 and F35_MD_15
experiments were depicted in Figure 21 side-by-side with corresponding views in F4
representation surfaces. SMT scans in Figure 21 clearly show that the development of a
single shear band created a sliding wedge within the specimen. As sliding proceeded,
particles were sheared in the direction of sliding which caused more contact to evolve in
that direction. This can explain vertical misalignment in F4 representation surfaces toward
the distinct shear band direction in Figure 21(a). On the other hand, specimens failed due
to bulging were internally visualized in Amirrahmat et al. (2017) by means of particle
kinematics in which shear localization was observed to occur via multi-micro shear bands
developed in oposite directions.; therefore, the vertical misalignment in F4 representation
surfaces did not exist. In conclusion, the vertical alignment of F4 representation surfaces
near the last loading stage was attributed to the type of failure mode (i.e., single welldefined shear banding versus bulging) which was significantly influenced by initial density
state and confining pressure.
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Figure 21. Demonstration of the influence of a single well-defined shear band on F4
representation surfaces for (a) F35_D_400 (b) GS40_D_400 and (c) GB_D_400.

A similar approach was adopted to investigate the influence of specimen density
and

on fabric evolution (i.e., changing one parameter while holding the other constant).

Figure 22 presents the evolution of FAV A for F35_D_15 versus F35_MD_15 and
DG_D_15 versus DG_MD_15 to evaluate the effect of specimen density on fabric
evolution which shows that medium dense specimens exhibited higher FAV A values than
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dense specimens (i.e., a higher degree of fabric anisotropy). On the other hand, Figure 23
illustrates the evolution of FAV A for F35_D_15 versus F35_D_400, DG_D_15 versus
DG_D_400, GS40_D_15 versus GS40_D_400, and GB_D_15 versus GB_D_400
experiments to evaluate the effect of
23 that the
at

on fabric evolution. It can be noticed from Figure

experiments exhibited higher FAV A values than experiments tested
confinement which indicated a higher degree of fabric anisotropy. Both

observations again advocated the profound influence of density and
(i.e., lower initial density and higher

on initial fabric

results in higher degree of fabric-induced internal

anisotropy). Furthermore, Figures 22-23 shows that FAV A evolved approximately in a
similar slope regardless of specimen initial density and

Figure 22. Comparison between the evolution of FAV A versus
experiments and (b) DG 15 kPa experiments.
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for (a) F35 15 kPa

Figure 23. Comparison between the evolution of FAV A versus

for (a) F35 dense

experiments, (b) DG dense experiments, (c) GS40 dense experiments, and (d) GB dense
experiments.
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Influence of Particle Morphology
The effect of morphology on initial fabric was assessed by comparing initial F4
representation surfaces of dense
Figure 20. Dense

experiments which were previously presented in

experiments were considered for comparison since a complete

data set was acquired (i.e., scans for all tested materials) and the effect of
isotropic fabric was minimal relative to experiments tested at

on initial
confinement.

Accordingly, it can be observed from Figure 20 that F4 representation surfaces of
F35_D_15 experiment were the closest to a spherical shape than other dense experiments
tested at

confinement. F35 sand was characterized earlier to have the highest

sphericity index (i.e., most angular) of all granular materials tested in this study. The higher
particle angularity led to a higher interlocking and more contacts between particles in
random directions which produced a more isotropic distribution of contact normals. The
influence of morphology on fabric evolution was also assessed in Figure 24 by comparing
FAV A evolution of different materials (i.e., different morphology) tested at similar
conditions (i.e., similar initial density state and
similar initial density state and

). As illustrated in Figure 24, sands with

exhibited similar fabric evolution that was higher (i.e.,

steeper in slope) than glass beads experiments. Glass beads were tested to provide baseline
measurements of sphericity, roundness, and surface texture (i.e., almost perfect spheres
with smooth surface texture). The absence of asperities and angularities in glass beads
significantly reduced the interlocking between particles and so the resistance to fabric
change as loading progressed. Therefore, a smaller change in FAV A was noticed for glass
beads when compared to experiments on sands.
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Figure 24. Comparison between the eolution of FAV A versus

for (a) Dense 400 kPa

experiments and (b) Dense 15 kPa experiments.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUTRE
RECOMENDATIONS

Conclusions
A series of triaxial compression experiments were conducted on four different granular
materials while acquiring in-situ SMT scans. Experiments were conducted at two confining
pressures and various density states while acquiring SMT scans at multiple axial strains.
Images were processed and analyze to quantify microstructural variables such as contact
normal vectors. The directional distribution of contact normals was analyzed and fabric
tensors were calculated for each loading stage. The following conclusions were drawn:
1. The introduction of the distribution density term in fabric tensors of the second kind
resulted in a better interpretation of the actual experimental data distribution than
the conventional fabric tensor of the first kind. In other words, F2 and F4 fabric
tensors better matched the 3D spherical histograms than N2 and N4 moment
tensors, respectively.
2. A higher degree of estimate yielded a higher degree of fitting between fabric tensors
and actual distributions of contact normals. In other words, 4th order estimate of F4
fabric tensors better matched the 3D spherical histograms than 2nd order estimate
of F2 fabric tensors. Similarly, 4th order estimate of N4 moment tensors better
matched the 3D spherical histograms than 2nd order estimate of N2 fabric tensors.
Therefore, incorporating 4th order tensors in micromechanical models will provide
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a more accurate measurement of internal anisotropy than the conventional 2nd order
tensors used in literature.
3. The directional distribution of global contact normals exhibited the highest degree
of internal isotropy at initial configurations (

).

4. As compression progressed, contact normals evolved (i.e., lined up) in the direction
of compression resulting in a bias internal anisotropy toward the vertical applied
global load.
5. Experiments were observed to approach a steady fabric that coincided with the
critical state condition. This supports the Anisotropic Critical State Theory (ACST)
which suggests that a constant critical state fabric must be satisfied in parallel with
constant volume and deviatoric stresses for the critical state to occur.
6. A higher initial density state resulted in a higher degree of packing (i.e., more
particles per volume) which generated more contacts that were more likely to be
distributed randomly resulting in a higher degree of internal isotropy at initial
configurations (

). On the other hand, medium dense specimens included

less particles and contacts; therefore, the deposition-induced preferential
orientation of contact normals toward the vertical axis was remarkably inherited.
7. A lower confining pressure exposed less distortion on the ideal isotropic
distribution of contact normals at initial configurations (

. Accordingly,

the initial directional distribution of contact normals showed a higher degree of
internal isotropy for experiments tested at
with

confinement.
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confining pressure compared

8. Specimens failed via a single well-defined shear band (F35_D_400, GS40_D_400,
and GB_D_400 experiments) showed vertical misalignment in the final F4
representation surfaces toward the shear band direction. Conversely, a higher
degree of vertical alignment was noticed in the final F4 representation surfaces of
experiments failed due to bulging which was attributed to the formation of multimicro shear bands in opposite directions throughout the specimen.
9. Specimens tested at higher confining pressure and looser initial density state had
higher FAV A values (i.e., higher degree of internal anisotropy). FAV A evolved
approximately at the same slope regardless of the initial density state or the
confining pressure.
10. A higher particle angularity led to a higher interlocking and more contacts between
particles which produced a more random (i.e., isotropic) distribution of contact
normals.
11. Tested sands with similar initial density state and confining pressure exhibited
similar fabric evolution which was steeper in slope than glass beads experiments.
This advocated the importance of morphology on fabric evolution.
12. Less particle asperities and angularities significantly reduced interlocking between
particles and hence resistance to fabric change with respect to loading resulting in
a lower degree of FAV A evolution.

Recommendations for Future Work
Fabric and its evolution were experimental quantified for granular assemblies in the
course of conventional triaxial compression based on measurements of 3D contact normal
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vectors using high resolution SMT scans. 2nd and 4th order fabric tensors were successfully
evaluated to experimentally validate theories and models that incorporate fabric as a state
parameter. Particularly, FAV A evolution was quantified as an alternative for theoretical
evolution implemented in the ACST. Furthermore, fabric will localize within regions inside
the specimen body analogous to localization of shear (i.e., shear bands) and volume (i.e.,
void ratio) in conventional triaxial testing of granular material. As an attempt to investigate
localized fabric, the single well-defined shear band (including part of surrounding volume)
was extracted from the F35_D_400 scan near final loading stages and the same procedure
was executed to construct fabric tensors. However, the sub-volume contained
approximately 3000 particles which generated inadequate number of contact normals to
quantify fabric tensors. Namely, 3D spherical histograms were observed to be highly
discontinuous in random orientations and fitted smooth distribution density functions were
assessed to be deceptive in describing localized fabric. In conclusion, scans on larger size
specimens are required for the shear band to further extend; therefore, a statistically
representative sample of 3D contact normal vectors can be analyzed and used to quantify
localized fabric. As a motivation for this work, experiments conducted on the same type of
material (i.e., same morphology) are expected to approach a unique localized fabric within
evolved shear bands at the critical state condition as one would expect for volumetric state
(i.e., void ratio) and stress state (i.e., critical state angle of friction).
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